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Overview: Good news continues for the Central PA commercial real estate environment. Year-to-date, through June

2013, vacancies are decreasing and rates are increasing across all sectors. Calendar year 2012 saw stabilization of rates
and ever-increasing activity. While the numbers are good, recent activity, not yet reflected in the data, portends an even
stronger 2nd half for 2013. NAI CIR has tracked a 21.8% increase in transaction volume year-to-date.

Retail: The ongoing repositioning and positive leasing activity by new ownership of the Harrisburg Mall has provided a

great story for Central PA retail. Harrisburg has experienced strong small space absorption, continuing national retailer
activity along the Carlisle Pike and anticipates further national retailer expansion with the proposed Concourse at Swatara
Plaza. The Route 30 corridor in York continues as a hotbed of activity with national players, such as Pier 1 and regional
retail operators absorbing existing and redeveloped sites.

Office: Growing levels of activity remain across all classes of office space with Class A space continuing to lead the way.

With occupancy of the new Comcast facility scheduled for the fall, positive net new absorption will have more than doubled
2012. Minimal new space deliveries coupled with the increasing confidence of business, has triggered declines in vacancy
(18% decline year-to-date) and positive movement in rates. Market activity in sales of office buildings has also increased
but it is too early to confirm substantial price movement.

Industrial: The regional warehouse market continues to grow somewhat unabated. National industrial developers

continue to target the region and national users continue to have their locational pin fall right in Central PA. Procter and
Gamble’s commitment to 1.7M square feet in Shippensburg is just the most recent example of this ongoing growth. Vacancies are spiraling down and rates creeping up across the entire Central PA big box warehouse market of 100,000 square
feet and up. Additionally, the smaller industrial market of 50,000 square feet and under, always a strong, stable sector,
continues to experience slow, steady rate growth.
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